WebTrac™ Desktop Tracking
This standard feature of VueturaTrac provides up to date
parcel information to your internal users throughout your
enterprise... buyers, department managers, employees,
customer service staff will all benefit.

F E AT U R E S
Complete Chain of Custody:
from manufacturer (with optional ASN
connection) to recipient. Each step including
location moments and all handler changes.

Through an easy to use web interface searches can be performed on a variety of criteria: carrier tracking number, purchase order, requisition number, return authorization number,
department code, vendor, recipient name, and many other key
fields. The data provides users with the current status of their
package including dates, times, and location of their parcel.
This tool provides 100% visibility to the full chain of custody of
your parcels leading to a reduction in administrative research
time often incurred by admins, purchasing, receiving, and end
user staff. Take a look
at the right column to
see WebTrac features
and benefits.

Delivery Documents (Optional), rendered
digitally in the material management systems
native format. Documents are stored in
common PDF format. It may be downloaded,
or printed.
Vendor Packing Lists:
are available for viewing downloading or
printing. With the connection of a digital
scanner at the processing/confirmation
station operators use VueturaTrac to scan and
electronically store each packing slip in a file
for sharing.
Fully Customizable:
make it you own with department logos and
contact information.

WEBTRAC BENEFITS
100% Visibility:
Full visibility of the parcel as it moves through
the various stages of the delivery process
(holds, staged for routing, in route, out for
delivery, attempt to deliver, delivered alternate
location, delivered to recipient, etc.)
100% Accountability:
by capturing key information such as who
handled the parcel (receiving/delivery staff
logged into the system).
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About Vuetura
Powerful results

We are tracking experts with an intelligent,

VueturaTrac gives you complete control and detailed
oversight of visitor and package tracking, process
automation, and supply chain management.

complete control and detailed oversight

What makes VueturaTrac so great?
Speed and Efficiency
With VueturaTrac manual processes become
automated, streamlined, accurate, faster and much,
much less costly.


100% Visibility
With just a few clicks, you can find any package and/or
person in your facility and access its complete history.


user-friendly framework built to give you
of all tangible items within your organization— receiving & delivery tracking, lobby
and visitor security, supply chain management and more.

Learn more about Vuetura at
vuetura.com

Rapid ROI
Customers report 400% or more three-year ROI, and
the system frequently pays for itself in under a year.



It seamlessly integrates with the big systems
VueturaTrac can integrate between one or more
external host database systems or data warehouses.
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